
Position, Displacement, Velocity



Big Picture

I Want to know how/why things move
I Need a way to describe motion mathematically: “Kinematics”
I Tools of kinematics: calculus (rates) and vectors (directions)

I Chapters 2, 4 are all about kinematics
I First 1D, then 2D/3D

I Main ideas: position, velocity, acceleration



Language is crucial

Physics uses ordinary words but assigns specific technical meanings!

WORD ORDINARY USE PHYSICS USE

position where something is where something is

velocity speed speed and direction

speed speed magnitude of velocity vec-
tor

displacement being moved difference in position “as
the crow flies” from one
instant to another



Language, continued

WORD ORDINARY USE PHYSICS USE

total distance displacement or
path length trav-
eled

path length traveled

average velocity — displacement divided by
time interval

average speed total distance di-
vided by time inter-
val

total distance divided by
time interval

How about some examples?



Finer points

I “instantaneous” velocity v(t) changes from instant to instant
I graphically, it’s a point on a v(t) curve or the slope of an x(t)

curve

I average velocity ~vavg is not a function of time
I it’s defined for an interval between instants (t1 → t2, ti → tf ,

t0 → t, etc.)
I graphically, it’s the “rise over run” between two points on an

x(t) curve

I in 1D, vx can be called v
I it’s a component that is positive or negative
I vectors don’t have signs but their components do



What you need to be able to do

I Given starting/ending position, time, speed for one or more
trip legs, calculate average speed, average velocity (WS #1–2)

I Given a position function x(t), find (WS #3)
I velocity function v(t) for all t
I velocity at some instant
I average velocity over a given interval

I Use trigonometry to relate angles & distances (HW #74)

I Given a simple graph of x(t), produce corresponding graph for
v(t) (text Sample Problem 2.02)



What’s next

I Today: prelab (due at start of lab tomorrow)

I Today: WileyPlus assignment “topic01” (don’t wait!)
I Tomorrow: lab (no quiz this week)

I bring laptop!
I bring questions on topic01 homework


